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ABSTRACr

TIME-N-TARL'r: TACTICAL ORGANIZATION AND THE MASSING OF DIVISIONAL FJMl
AFILELERY iFS CN THE AIRLAND BATLEFIELw, by Majar Philip L. Idiart, USA,
54 pages.

This monograph discusses the tactical organization of artillery at division
level to mass its fires. Specifically, this study asks.-ven that mass fires
remain desirable and may be feasible,1 what principles iiust govern the tactical
organization of artillery at division level to mass?

This monograph is a historical analysis of Soviet and American World War II
experiences in the organization of artillery at division level to mass fires.
Both country's artillery experiences, organization, m Ithxkilgy, and techniques
are examined based on the available historical records and contemporary
literature to isolate relevant sets of principles for organizing artillery
tactically at division to mass. These principles are then contrasted to
reveal similarities and differences to isolate a setpf historically derived
principles. Subsequently,> hese principles are Acrparei to e,,ving

oattlefield changes since World War II, AirLand Battle doctrine and a vision
of the future battlefield to determine what effect the have on the
historical imperatives. Finally, the conclusions of this analysis are
compared to current field artillery doctrine to determine the ,doctrinal
iirplications of tactical organization of artillery at division level to mass
fires.

Among the conclusions drawn fran this analysis to organize artillery at
division to massAcre:- - the necessity of maxinum centralized control by
division, specifically fire planning, first priority in calls-for-fire, and
positioning authority; the retention of sufficient artillery in general
support; and the necessity to weight the main effort decisively with the fires
of the general support artillery. Finally, this study concludes that current
doctrine for the organization of 'artillery at division is both adequate and
sound.i
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I. ITRriEACTIct4

Throughoxut modern military history, mass - the concentration of forces

has significantly contributed to victory. Prominent military theorists such

as Sun Tzu, Clausewitz, Janini and Fuller have long noted this principle and

recorded it in their writings. In his book, On War, Clausewitz wrote that

superiority in numbers is the most common element in victory. "1 The Great

Captains, Frederick the Great and Napoleon, applied mass decisively by the

concentration not only of forces but of firepower as well. To support his

attack by oblique order at the battle of Leuthen, Frederick the Great kept his

cannons massed, using them to break up the Austrian infantry. This ae loyment

of concentrated artillery contriouted decisively to his victory. After tne

Seven Years War, Frederick recognized this factor by stating, "art illery

decides everything.-2 Napoleon, whose practice of the art of war influenced

Clausewitz and Jcmini, handled massed artillery with masterly efficiency. To

support his maneuver, he consistently concentrated his artillery in large

batteries. He then used them at the point of attack to hammer the weak point

in the center of the enemys' linhe. 3  Himself a trained gunner, Napoleon

appreciated the potential decisiveness of massed artillery, attaching more and

more importance to it. Reflecting this, he wrote Prince Eugene in 1d13 that

agreat battles are won oy artillery. "4 This employment of massed artillery

fire continied throughout the nineteenth century into the twentieth century.

The First World War saw extensive use of concentrated artillery fire.

As maneuver stagnated, nearly all comoatants concentrated ever-increasing

amounts of artillery. In attempts to return mobility to the checkmated

Dattlefield, offensives were preceded by intense artillery preparaticns. This



use of massed artillery fires became so prevalent that Marshal Petain

remarked, "Artillery conquers, infantry occupies".5  AltTzugh the Second

World War found battlefields with increased mobility and fluidity, the use of

massed artillery ontirued. Artillery preparations preceded tactical attacks

as well as operational offensives. Massed fires were used to disrupt enemy

counterattacks as well as enemy main attacks in the defense. Lven recent

Israeli experience during the Yor Kippur war demonstrated the effectiveness

and desirability of massed artillery fire.6 lEowever, evolving conditions on

the battlefield throughout the twentieth century such as greater lethality,

increased dispersal and force structure changes may alter this.

Today's artillery possesses capailities for destruction unmatched in the

annals of war. Technological advances have provided field artillery delivery

systems with unprecedented range and lethality. Improved Conventional

Munitions dispensing surlunitions fran a projectile can now kill both light

armored vehicles and personnel with enhanced effectiveness over older

onventional high explosive shells. Terminal-haning sukiinitions now under

development promise to provide artillery with the means effectively to destroy

massed tank formations. 7  In turn, this ever-increasing lethality on the

oattlefield has led to greater dispersal. Tactical formaticns - divisions

and corps - will occupy unprecedented frontages. Concurrently, emerging

changes in artillery force structure pramise to influence te successful

massing of fires. In the AOE heavy divisions, general support cannon

nattalions have been shifted to corps artillery and replaced with a battery of

MLRS. Considering these conditions, the propensity to parcel cut artillerl

organizations in "fair share" slices - direct support jattalicns to irnweuver

brigades and FA arigades to committed divisions - and the competing demands
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of close, deep and rear operations envisioned in Airland Battle Lk ctrine, -in

inportant question must be posed. Given that massed fires remain desiraole

and nay be feasible, what principles must govern the tactical organization of

artillery at the division level to mass fires on the modern battlefield? In

an attenpt to answer this question, this paper will exanine in detail the

cxncept of massing division artillery fires - what it 'as .Teant historically

and what it means today.

In his book On War, Clausewitz reminds us that "historical exvarles

clarify everything and also provide the best kinds of proof in the empirical

sciences. This is particularly true in the art of war." 8  ClausAwitz xes

on to state that there are four levels of historical anaLysis characterizew -W

the different uses of historical exairles. First, historical examples may

sinply explain an idea. Secondly, they may serve to 'etanstrate the

application of an idea. Third, one can appeal to historical facts to support

a statement. Finally, the detailed presentation of a historical event, and

the combination of several events, makes it possible to leduce a conclusion

wherein the proof is in the evidence itself. 9  Therefore, a detailed

analysis and presentation of historical exaaples of massing division artille--.,

fires should allow us to isolate those imperatives that enable it to ass its

fires. Given that World War II provides the most commonly known examples of

mass fires relevant to today, which armies of that conflict wculd provide us

the most meaningful examples? The on-going potential confrontation cetween

Warsaw Pact and NATO suggests that the critical arena for future conventional

ooabat remains Central Europe.10 However, conflicting U.S. and Soviet

interests in the Middle East also suggests Southwest Asia as a potential

combat theater. In either case, the major combatants are the Soviets and the

-3-
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Americans. Therefore, a historical analysis of Soviet and U.S. experiences

in the massing of artillery fires at division is most relevant today. As

conflict potentially exists in Europe or Southwest Asia, this study examines

the American experiences at Kasserine Pass and the Ardennes, while the Soviet

experience during the Belorussian offensive is explored. These historical

exairples are then analyzed to uncover those essential elements that allow a

division to mass fires successfully. Having determined these, those

ingredients that govern the tactical organization of artillery at division

level to mass fires are then isolated and a set of relevant principles

derived. We will then comare these principles with the evolving battlefield

changes since World War II, the tenets of Airland Battle and a vision of the

future battlefield to determine what effect these have on the historically

derived principles. Finally, the conclusions of this analysis will be

compared to current doctrine to determine doctrinal implications for the

tactical organization of artillery at division level to mass fires.

MASS FIRES AND DIVISICN ARTIL"L

To further narrow the scope of this paper and to provide a ao non

understanding, some expLanation of tern is required. First, we will examine

what is meant oy the term ,rass fires, how it is accxitlished theoreticallv and

why it is inortant. Having iine so, we will continu~e -y clarifying what is

meant by division artillery versus DIVAMY. Finally, we will define what is

meant by tactical organization of artillery at the livision level.

FM 6-20, Fire Support in CriDined Ans Orprations, dkefines mass fires as

many elements accurately attacking the sane target siultanCausl. I  This

-4-
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definition provides a startpoint, but let us examine it further. Mass fires

in a theoretical sense are a derivative of the principle of mass. In On War,

Clausewitz wrote that there is no simpler law in strategy than keeping one's

forces concentrated. 12 Jamini, also recognizing the importance of

concentration, wrote that the furxamental principle of war is to throw the

mass of an army successively upon the decisive points. 1 3  The doctrinal

capstone manual, FM 100-5, Operations defines mass as the means to concentrate

combat power at the decisive place and time. Elaborating further, it states

that "in operational and tactical dimensions, this principle [of mass]

suggests that superior combat power muist be concentrated at the decisive place

and time in order to achieve decisive results." 1 4  As omoat power is the

effect created by combining maneuver, firepower, protection and

leadership, 1 5 we can infer that the decisive impact of mass applies to the

coxcentrating not only of forces but of firepower as well. This concentration

of firepower can be accomplished either by the massing of delivery systeas or

by the massing of their effects. Further, mass fires may oe planned or

immediate. But, why should fires be massed?

Simply, as discovered cy Frederick the Great, Chevalier du Teil and

Napoleon, massed artillery fires are devastatinq. It is fairly obvious that

greater quantity yields greater effect. However, it imust oe stated that mass

is not simply volume. Although one artillery system firing two volleys

provides the same volume as two systems firing one valley, the target effect

is not the same. Surprise is gained only on the initial volley as the target

is caught unare. Thereafter, subsequent volleys strike a target that is

taking protective measures. Consequently, the firepower effect is degraded.

The massing of fires from multiple firing units places Tre lethal fragnents
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onto a target in the shortest possible time achieving a synergistic effeet

by ombining volume, suddenness, weapons/munitions capanlility and surprise.

The more firing units massed, the greater the synergistic effeet.

Having examined what massed fires are in the doctrinal and theoretical

sense, and why they are important, let us proceed further to narrow the focus

of this paper by defining what is meant by division artillery versus DIVARTY.

FM 6-20 defines division artillery as field artillery that is permanently an

integral part of a division; for tactical purposes, all FA placed under the

command of a division commander is considered division artillary. 16  This

defintion will suffice for the purpose of this study, but we will need to

differentiate between division artillery ari DIVARIY. Fbr cur cornem

understanding, DIVARIY will refer to the organizational heacuarters whose

,mwider is both a ciainander of fire support delivery assets and a fire

support coordinator for the division. As such, DIVARTY plans aid coordinates

fire support for the division aid provides tactical control of the divisional

cannon battalions and FA oattalions attached to the division.1 7 Thus, for

the purpose of clarity in this paper, division artillery refers to any and all

field artillery elements organic, assigned or attached to the ivision;

whereas DIVAR Y will refer to the headquarters that provides tactical control

of artillery units firing for the division.

As organization entails both organizational design and tactical

organization, we must clarify the distinction between the two. Orqanizational

design refers to the force design or the building of fixed Tables of

Organization and Equipment (TOEs). By contrast, tactical organization as

addressed in this study encompasses how a division tactically organizes

-6



available artillery, both organic battalions and those under its control

from corps, in order to mass fires. As this study focuses on isolating those

principles that gvern the tactical organization of artillery, it will not

address division artillery force design issues.

II. MASS FIRES - THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

The contribution to World War I made by American artillery has been noted

by numerai historians. Professor Russell F. Weigley in his bock Eisenhower's

Lieutenants noted that "the artillery was the American army's special strong

suit." 18  Of particular note was its ability to mass fires at critical

points tine after tilne.1 9  So significant was this capability that fire

control procedures permitted the conduct of fire by any front-line soldier who

had observation and ommunications. Further, fire direction centers had so

refined massing techniques and adapted existing communications to speed up the

delivery that massed fires Dy as many as 10 battalions onto a single tar-et

were not uncohn. 20  Although U.S. artillery's ability to mass fires

rapidly and accurately irrespective of battery location became a strong suit,

its baptism at Kasserine Pass revealed serious shortconigs in its capacity to

do so.

KASSERINE PASS

On 14 February 1943, the Germans renewed offensive operations by attacking

the weak II (US) Corps sector. Striking Sidi Bou Zid with elements of the

10th and 21st Panzer Divisions, the Germans soon cut off and destroyed a

mitber of Ainrican units, forcing a withdrawal to Sbiba.21  Following this

-7-



success, Rmmiel continued his offensive toward Kasserine Pass and Sbiba.

Capturing Kasserine Pass on the 20th, Rommel was in a position to threaten

Thala and Tebessa. However, a successful defense at Sbiba allowed the Allies

to shift their efforts to the west. Therefore, when Rommel struck for Tebessa

and Thala the next day, both attacks were stopped.22 The mcxnentum of his

attack now gone, Rommel ordered the retirement of his forces.

Kasserine Pass not only served as a baptism of fire for the inexperienced

American artillery but also awakened it. Throughout the battle, serious

shortcomings in tactical employment produced near-disastrous results raising

serious lessons to oe learned. The single greatest failing throughout the

cattle was the inability to mass fires. 2 3  Aside from the rnmaerous

ontributing causes, 24 the foremost reason was the failure to employ field

artillery under a central field artillery xaunder. The lack of an artillery

headquarters charged with ontrolling specific units and coordinating their

fire direction proved costly. The employment of the Ist Armored Division

Artillery and DIVARITY exemplifies this point.

Prior to and throughout the battle, the Ist DIVARTY did not exercise any

control of its battalions. Instead, it was employed as the headqauarters of

the makeshift Combat Command D for the Faid-Maknassey operation and later as

the II Corps reserve. 25  As such, it was unable to exercise any control or

coordinating influence over the division artillery. Without it, oattalions

were attached to the various combat commands. During the defense of the

Tebessa, the 7th Field Artillery (FA), 27th Armored Field Artillery (AFA), 33d

FA and 68th AFA battalions were attached to Combat Command B. However.

instead of supporting the entire force or weighting the most vulnerable area,

-8-



these battalions were placed in direct support of subordinate formations.

Without DIVARIY to coordinate survey, observed fire charts and defensives

fires or establish support relationships, each battalion supported its own

individual battle. As a result, fires were uncoordinated and support

dissipated and decentralized. Thus, despite the availablity of four

battalions, there was no capability to mass more than one. The failure to

weight the main effort and the lack of central control was illustrated by the

27th and 68th AFA battalions. In the course of the defense, the 27th AFA

Battalion was particularly effective. It fired 51 missions while the 68th AFA

Battalion within range of nuch of the ensuing action fired only 2 missions.

When even 18 weapons were massed as in the case of the 27th AFA Battalion, the

effects were substantial.26 In fact, their effectiveness was devasting

according to Germans. 2 7  One must wonder how much more effective artillery

fires could have been had DIVARIY been present to assign the 68th AFA

battalion a reinforcing mission or to mass the fires of all four battalions.

Finally, their positioning by maneuver oonmaniers and the tendency of armor

'm anders to employ and position field artillery as anti-tank weapons in

their defensive schemes not only indicated a less than complete understanding

of artillery employment doctrine but proved costly. 23

Just as this action illustrated the inability to mass fire if no central

artillery headquarters was present, the defenses of the Thala approach

demonstrated that massed fires were not only possiole but effective when

artillery was employed under DIVARTY control.

As part of its countermeasures, II Corps directed the 9th Infantry

Division Artillery to Thala to support the British forces there. 29  Upon

-9-



arrival, recon parties were ordered forward and Liaison was effected with

the supported force. To facilitate the occupation of firing positions, the

British extended survey control to the American positions. So cmplete were

these preparations that British guides led the American firing batteries into

position and provided them with survey information and azi,-rths of fire. 3 0

Thus, division artillery was in position, on common survey, had registered and

oattalion observed fire charts were coordinated. 3 1  Further,

comuunications were established, liaison was maintained by the collocation of

a DIVARTY forward ccmand post with the cxxmnard post of the 2bth Armored

Brigade, and control was centralized. 32  In the following days. the 9th

DIVARrY fired several division artillery concentrations, provided

counteroattery fire and supported a counterattack oy eleatents of the 26th

Armored Brigade. This artillery support was both effective and a surprise to

the Germans. 3 3  Numerous historians credit the 9th DIVARTY with stooping

the German offensive at its zenith. In his bock, Kasserine, Martin Blumenson

cunments, "of all the units making their way to Tunisia, the 9th Infantry

Division Artillery reached the vital point at the decisive moment and exerted

the conclusive influence on the Battle of Kasserine. 34  The significance

of its presence was its contribution to influencing the battle with massed ard

long range fires.

Artillery support at Tebessa and Thala provided Many valuaole insights.

Its greatest potential contribution, the ability from remnte positions to

influence the action at the decisive point through massed fires, was not

realized consistently at Kasserine. The foremrst reason was the failure to

maintain centralized control, necessary to insure immediate response oy alL

sources to the decisive point at the critical time as detenined by the force

-10-



commander. Doctrinal employment in the defense stressed "the ability of

artillery to mass its fire in critical areas or on important objectives is

paramount; hence, centralized control is paramourrt. only the 9th

DIVARTY centralized control and consequently massed its fires.

THE BATTLE OF ThE BULGE

By late 1944, the war in the west settled into a war of attrition. Wile

the Allies attempted to build up adequate resources to breach the Rhein and

cxtinue the war of movement, Hitler was planning a counteroffensive. 36

Hoping to force Britain and the U.S. to sue for peace in order to focus his

attention solely on the Eastern Front, Hitler launched his counterstrcke on 16

Deceier 1944. The Germans striking through the quiet Ardennes sector caught

the Americans by surprise. Attacking with three armies - the 5th Panzer, the

6th SS Panzer and the 7th Armies, the Germans penetrated the VIII Corps front

and were soon advancing to ootain crossing sites over the Meuse river toward

their objective of Antwerp. However, stubborn and heroic efforts on the part

of small individual units and the constricting terrain of the Ardennes served

to slow the German offensive. By 22 December, with the penetration contained

and the initiative passed to the Allies, counterattacks began the reduction of

the salient. Conceding his gamble could no longer succeed, Hitler autlrcrizeJ

a withdrawal to the Ourthe river on 8 January 1945 and by the 28th, the Bulge

was reduced.
37

Throughout the battle, U.S. artillery consistently an] effectively massed

its fires with devastatinq effect. Time and again. massed fires were used to

disrupt and defeat German attacks. The American defensive efforts are replete
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with such examples. However, of particular note was the maturing of massed

fires where a division ould mass up to 9 battalions. During the battle,

significant amounts of rnxdivisional artillery were available. In addition to

the fires of the 11 division artilleries at the outdreak of the battle, the

American defenders had 52 nondivisional battalions in the V, VII and VIII

Corps Artilleries and the 32d FA Brigade (Ist Army Artillery). 3 B These

battalions were otrolled either by the divisions or FA Groups. In turn,

these EA Groups were controlled by the divisions they reinforced or retained

under orps control. The additional fires provided by the FA Groups were used

effectively time and again. 39  Consequently, division artilleries massed

not only their own battalions but also those of adjacent (iivisions and

nondivisional artillery. Two such examples ay the 1st Infantry and 6th

Armored Division Artilleries illustrate this point.

During the early stages of the oattle, the Ist and 2d Infantry Divisions

-Aere defending the rorthern shoulder of the penetration. To augment its

defense, the Ist Infantry Division was reinforced oy the attadint of the

955th FA Battalion. Further, lateral cmmunications and Liaison were

established between the tw DIVARFYs.4 0  On 19 December, an attack by the

12th Volksgrenadier Division threatened to penetrate the defenses of ci

Company, 2/26th Infantry. Responding to a request for all available fires,

the Ist DIVARTY massed 4 battalions - the 5th FA, 33d FA, 955th EA oattalicns

and a battalion of the 2d Division Artillery thereo' halting the

attack.
4 1

On 2 January 1945, the 6th Armored Division reinforced y the attach-ent

of 4 artillery battalions under the 197th FA Group, was ontinuing its attack
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east of Bastogne to reduce the salient. Attacking with 5 task forces across

a wide front, the division organized its artillery as follows: Group "Cooney"

consisting of the 197th FA Group headquarters and the 128th AFA, 253d AFA and

776th FA battalions was assigned direct support of Combat Command A. Group

"Riley" consisting of the DIVARrY and the 212th AFA, 231st AFA and 177th FA

battalions was assigned direct support of Combat Camnand B. The 696th AFA

Battalion was retained in general support. 4 2  As Combat Cmnarkd A was

attacking toward the town of Wardin, it was threatened by a counterattack. As

the 167th Volksgrenadier Division was forming a battalion-sized counterattack

in Wardin, the 6th DIVAEIY massed its own battalions as well as elements of

the reinforcing 101st Airaorne Division Artillery in a 9 cattaLion TOT forcing

the threat to melt away.
4 3

SJtMRY OF AERICAN WW II EXPERIENCE

U.S. field artillery entered the war with sound doctrine and innovative

tactics and techniques, specifically the ability to mass the fires of widely

dispersed firing units. However, at Kasserine Pass, it failed to provide mass

fires consistently. Following the North Africa campaign, American artillery

began efforts to perfect techniques to mass fires. In the subsequent

campaigns in Italy and France, it enhanced this ability, to include the

adoption of the British T7T technique.44  Further debates in military

journals ensued, arguing the need of centralized control and identifying

inherent principles in the massing of fires. 4 5  These included tne

following precepts: establishment of common control between firing units by

registration or survey; positioning of battalions reasonatly close together in

order to mass their fires into ocuton areas; establishment of electrical
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cmunications between DIVARTY ard the battalions; finally, traiNig in the

methods of battalion fire direction. 4 6  The performance of the 9th DIVARTY

at Kasserine validated these principles. However, an analysis of the Ist and

9th DIVARLYs reveals two additional key ingredients to the successful massing

of fires not enphasized by these authors. First is the acquisition of a

target and communication of the requirement to mass fires, whether oy forward

ooserver, air observer in a Piper Cub or liaison officer with the supported

unit. Second is liaison higher, lower and laterally to initiate, coordinate,

plan and execute mass fires. Examination of doctrine reveals that all these

n were clearly stipulated, particularly the estaolishnent of radio

communication to enable commanders to place mass fires on critical areas with

the least possible delay. The 1944 revision of FM 6-20 continued to stress

the necessity of centralized control in the defense where massed fires were

used to break up the enemy main attack and in the offense to disrupt enemy

counterattacks. 4 7  Throughout the war, experience continued to deronstrate

and validate the desirability and necessity of centralized control to mass

fires. The performance of the Ist and 9th Infantry Division Artilleries

illustrates this. However, unlike its infantry counterparts, the 6th Arored

Division tactically organized and controlled its artillery differently.

During rapidly moving situations or attacks across wide frontages,

maxinun centralized control at division proved infeasible. Instead, armored

divisions extensively grouped artillery at echelons below division. Armored

DIVARrYs, typically reinforced with nondivisional artillery, grouped

battalions under the control of a battalion or FA Group, decentralizing

control to these groups. However, DIVARTYs normally retained control of 1-2

battalions in general support to augment the fires of subordinate grcupirents.
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thereby maintaining the ability although limited to mass fires ard influence

the battle. Finally, battalions, groupments or FA groups were normally

assigned tactical missions - direct support or general support - rather than

attached. 4 8  The tactical organization of artillery of the 6th Armred

Division in the Ardennes typified this practice.

KEY AMERICAN PRINCIPLES

An analysis of the 1st Armored, Ist Infantry, bth Armored and 9th Infantry

Division Artilleries* performance reveals several necessary elements that

allow artillery to mass its fires successfully. In essence, these are:

o Common [survey] control amDng division artillery Dattalicns,
achieved oy registration or position area/directicnal survey.

o Reliable commications and liaison between DIVARTY, division
artillery, target acquisiton sources and the supported unit(s).

o Cotmorn technical fire direction among the division artillery
oattalions.

o Positioning of division artillery battalions with respect to the
target ensuring it is within weapons range and zone of fire.

o Target acquisition sources to locate and identify targets then
communicate the requirement to mass to the fire direction centers.

o Centralized control.

Foremost of these corditions and the only one that is organizational in

nature is centralized control. However, if centralized control is to have any

meaning to us, we -ust further examine to which degree control is cenrtralized

at division as well as which functions are centralized. To the maxi am extent

permitted by the situation, the bulk of artillery is retained in general

support. As such, these battalions are positioned and assigned zones of fire

by DIVARTY. Further, displacements are controlled by division. Additionally,
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preparations are planned, initiated and controlled at division. This

centralization at division ensures not only unity of effort, economy of

resources and comn fire direction but also ensures that those critical areas

and oojectives of concern to the division camnarxier are covered by fire. Also

included is the centralization of air observation assets at DIVARTY level as

well as communications to other target acquisition sources. This degree of

centralization proved necessary in the defense. However, in the offense, a

lesser degree of control was required in the armored divisions. Instead of

centralization at division, quite often control was decentralized to the

groups in support of the combat commands. Such control was demonstrated by

the 6th Armored Division where control was decentralized to DIVARTY and the

197th FA Group, each of which supported a ombat command. Considering these

conditions, the following principles for the tactical organization of

artillery at division to mass fires are distilled.

o Control was centralized appropriate to the situation.

oo In relatively static situations such as offensive operations in
the Hurtegen Forest or in the defense, control was centralized
at division. As such the olk of the artillery was placed in
general support of the division.

o In rapidly moving situation such as the pursuit across France
or attacks across a wide front, control by division was not
feasible. In such situations, the bulk of the artillery was
decentralized and controlled by' subordinate regqients or comoat
ommands. As such, division retained and controlled only the

minimum artillery in general support.

o General support battalions were positioned and zones of fire
assigned by division such that the bulk of their fires were
maneuvered to maintain flexibility and influence the course of the
division battle.

o Liaison and communications was established with reinforcing corps
artillery, subordinate general support battalicns, direct support
battalions or groupments and laterally to adjacent DIVARTYs as well
as the supported echelon of command.
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Having examined the American World War II experience and determined a

preliminary set of historically derived principles, let us now turn our

attention to another cazbatant whose ability to mass fires, although

different, was equally impressive.

III. MASS FIRES - THE SOVIET EXERIENCE

During World War II it became accepted doctrine in the Red Army to

concentrate artillery units hub-to-hub to fire sustained barrages designed to

pulverize German defenses prior to any attack. These fire tactics became so

ioportant and the Soviets attached such value to their artillery, that Stalin

referred to it as the God of War. However, Soviet artillery ,lid not possess

the ability to mass overwhelming fires in the early stages of the war.

Instead, these tactics evolved over the course of war, Jeveloping with

increasing effectiveness, devastation and sophistication. If the Soviet

experience in massing fires during the Belorussian cperation is to 1-ave any

relevance for us, we m st briefly exand-e Soviet artillery's initial

performance and organizational and tactical evolution.

In June 1941 the vast majority of Soviet artillery was districuted amcnq

the rifle divisions while less than 10% was assigned to the Supreme Reserve

Command (RVGK). Each division possessed 2 regiments while RVGK possessed only

74 regiments. 4 9  Despite this impressive amount of artillery, its initial

performance was inadequate and ineffectual. Lacking the cxxmruications or

fire control means of the Western armies, it relied on W orld War I techniques.

As such, its fires tended to be distributed over the front lines -TtJ often it

had no primary targets. Instead, entire areas were covered with the sane
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intensity. Hence, it had little effect agaixst the Germans -ff x

vulnerable to counterbattery fire.50 Following initial reversals, the

Soviet High Ccimnand (Stavka), in an attempt to simplify a livision oc=anr's

span of control, directed the reduction of specialized units. Consequently,

an artillery regiment from each rifle livision ,as reassirned- to PVCK. 5 1

The Soviet offensive ccnducted Lring the winter of 1941-1942 revealed

adlitional shortcomings. Frequently, attacks lacked metlical preparation y

concentrated artillery fire. Although support was active, it was ften

without a definite fire plan. The usual ,methods of supporting the infantry py

creeping oarrage or successive fire concentrations proved irractical arxi Lid

riot achieve their purposes. This resulted in interruptions u, rtiliery fire

and a lack of coordination with attacking troops. Control rigidity -xuipled

with the immobility of the artillery terded to restrict and disrupt the

*n arentum of an attack. Therefore, attacks often failed or petered cut before

oreaking into the open. 52 Stavka, disappointed with the iLited progress

of the winter's offensive, began to re-examine its artillery loctrine and

organization. Artillery support not only revealed the need to LTr-rove

artillery preparation tactics, but also demonstrated the need to augnent the

division artillery regiaments. Hence, oeqinning in Vlarch ard ccntinuinx

throughout 1943, rifle divisions were strengthened with Lhe nAlition Uf i

third battalion to each divisional rc<q .ent. 53 To Lrove artil lery

preparations, the "artillery offensive" was Lrruemented, requiring the Tassimn

of artillery support. Its essential features according to Ma jor General F.

Samsonov were:

Concentration of a superior bulk of artillery on the sector
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where the attack is planned, borrowing artillery units from the
neighboring formations. Maintenance of uninterrupted artillery fire
during the whole period of the attack, coordinating it with the
movement of the attacking troops. In oth 9, words, the infantry and

tanks attack to the music of the artillery.

The artillery offensive consisted of 3 phases. The first phase was the

preparation for the attack. In the second phase artillery fire accomanied

the infantry and tanks to the nearest points of the enemy's defenses. In

third phase, it accerpanied them in their attack on the enemy's inner

defenses. Preceding the artillery offensive, Soviet artillery, lading

sphisticated fire direction techniques, conducted a thorough and extensive

reconnaissance to obtain accurate target locations. Unlike Western artillery

which sought the neutralization of targets and attainment of fire superiority

during the preparation, the artillery offensive sought destruction as the

-eans to attain fire superiority. As General Samsonav would state, "they had

to be smashed to atoms.-55 During phase 2, self-propelled artillery

accompanied the infantry to engage targets of cpportunity with direct fire.

Further, observers ,moved forward to coordinate support and direct the attack

of an-call targets. To mass fires, artillery was concentrated into support

groups.56  To support first echelon rifle regiments, a typical infantry

support group consisted of 2-3 RVGK battalions and 1-2 battalions from the

division's artillery regiment. However, initial artillery offensives in 1942

and early 1943 revealed further shortcomings, particularly r-oor planning and a

lack of fire support when mooile groups were introduced into cattle. 5 7  In

response, additional htprovements were directed.

By 1943, Soviet artillery underwent four major changes. First,

significant amounts of self-propelled artillery were produced and subsequently
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included in the mobile groups and RUVK. Secondly, FCV artillery was

exparded and recrganized. Beginning in late 1942, RGVK artillery reqiments

were consolidated into artillery divisions and independent brigades.

Additionally, powerful artillery breakthrough corps consisting of 2-3

artillery divisions were formed. Thus, RVGK expanded to an artillery pool of

6 corps, 26 artillery and 7 MRL divisions. 5 8 These improvements alloae

additional artillery grcupings from RVGK pools to oe used at corps and army

level to further reinforce the fires of the divisions. Third, concurrent with

the establishment of the Cbiined Arms Army proper, Soviet armies previously

lacking their own artillery now had 4 artillery regiments assigned. 5 9  In

the ensuing operations, army artillery groups were ccntiriazxslv strerothere

with RGVK assets and subsequently suv-divided Lnto suD-qrauDs. At ivisizn

level, this additional RMAC and army artillery was pushed forward and support

groups under division control were expanded. The fcurth and perhaps the -rst

significant change in view of the growing rwr-Ter of artillery assets and

previously poor fire planning was the creation of the Thief ,:f -rtillery at

regiment, division, army and frcJrt. Caniiaiders wouid no Longer -,Lan ar-.

coordinate artillery as an artillerymen would ne on their staff.. 3

While the process of reinforcing and auqnentirr artii.ery _cri~tined :n

1943, it was rot until 1944 that the definitive step w-as taken c-ward t

standardization of the ,rultitude of different types ci artillery -ru;s.

Groups were now identified with their tactical role -- regiment-l, divisicxnl,

corps or army support. In 1944, the profusion cf artillery .ide it uxssia/l

to furnish artillery groups at all levels from regiment o a ,. 61 - s

by adding wore artillery, the artillery preparation ,chi ve Tat r

synergism and ever increasing importance. The Belorussian cperat ion

illustrates this.
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THE BELORUSSIAN OFFENSIVE

Beginning 22 June 1944, Operation Bagration, as the Soviets named it,

struck the German Army Group Center with the forces of 4 Soviet fronts. Its

aim was the encirclement of 3 German armies. The initial penetrations and

subequent breakthroughs were preceeded by "artillery offensives." In the

esu.ng enweqxments and exploitation, Soviet armies advanced into the

operational depth of the German defenses, trapping the 4th and 9th German

Armies. In less than two weeks, the Germans lost 28 divisions. 6 2

An important feature of the Soviets' rapid penetration was the artillery

offensive, particularly its concentration of large volumes of artillery.

During the cperation, the First Belorussian Front attained a density of

210-225 guns and mortars per kilometer of front along the the breakthrough

sector.63 Auntation of clearly defined main efforts with RVGK assets

permitted such densities of artillery. These assets and thse regiments

organic to the armies were then formed into groups and sub-graups. In turn,

each groupment was pushed forward in concert with its assigned tactical role.

The augientation of the 26th Guards Rifle Division of the 11th Guards Army

illustrates this principle.

As a first echelon division, the 26th Division was assigned an attack

frontage of 1.5 kilometers and its first echelon regiments were significantly

augmented. The 79th Guards Rifle Regihnent attacked on a 1000 meter front

supported by a 3 oattalion group located aehind its lead battalions. The

division main effort, the 75th Guards Rifle Regtment, attacked on a 500 meter

front augmented by a I battalion group behind its lead rifle battalion and a 3
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battalion group in the regiment's second echelon. Grcuped under division

control were a mortar brigade and an artillery regiment positioned in the

division's second echelon. Additional artillery available to the division

included a 5 battalion breakthrough group from the 8th Guards Rifle Corps, 2

sub-graups of an MRL regiment, and 3 artillery brigades from the l1th Guards

Army. Hlence, the 26th Guards Rifle Division had 218 guns, 24 MRLs and a6

mortars to support its attack in phase 1, of which it controlled half. 6 4

SUMARY OF SOVIET WW II EXPERIENCE

Despite early shortcomings, Soviet artillery evolved into an excellent arnd

extremely dangercus arm. Its fires became effective, rapid and accurate.

Particularly during the large scale attacks such as the Belorussian and

Vistula-Oder operations, it became apparent that the Red Army had learned well

bo to mass and employ large numbers of artillery units. During the

Vistula-Oder offensive, artillery density increased to an unprecedented

350-400 guns and rortars per kilcmeter. 6 5  By the spring of 1945, Soviet

artillery power reached a level unsurpassed in the annals of conventional

warfare.

Analysis of the artillery offensive and the tactical organization of

artillery in support of the 26th Guards Rifle Division reveals several

essential coriitions that permitted the massing of fires. Foremost was

centralized control. The fornation of artillery oattaLions into grcups and

sub-groups achieved this control. Positioning, firing and lisplacements were

controlled by the senior artillery cmawnider within the grcup in coordinaticn

with the Chief of Artillery of the supported echelon. However, control of
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these groups was initially centralized then decentralized. For fire

planning and phase 1 execution, control was centralized at division, army and

front level. Conversely, during phase 2 and 3 execution, control was

decentralized to the groups and their supported echelon. Centralized control

at the highest levels during planning and initial execution permitted unity of

effort in seeking mass, surprise and allocation of logistical effort. 6 6

By ontrast, decentralized control in the ensuing phases permitted flexibility

and responsiveness. The economy of force afforded by centralized control was

critical with respect to experiened personnel. In the early stages of the

war, Soviet artillery suffered horrendous losses. By concentrating their

artillery, the Soviets made best use of their surviving crnnders and

experienced personnel. However, while skilled and experienced personnel were

creamed off for RVG< and army artillery regiments, division artillerl

regi rents without these personnel were forced to play a Limited role, either

controlled by groups or confined simply to direct fire during phases 2 and 3

of the artillery offensive. 6 7

The support of the 26th Division illustrates an additional condition. The

Soviets, rich in artillery, ckpensated for their ack of technical means to

mass the fires of widely dispersed batteries with overwhelming molumre, thereby

achieving the same effect. However, to concentrate such Large masses of

artillery to achieve the destruction desired required wel L-defined main

efforts. By designating specific units as the main effort, Soviet artillery

could concentrate. Therefore, its effects were no longer dissipated as was

the case in 1941-1942.
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KEY SOVIEr PRINCIPLES

In essence, Soviet artillery massed its fires by concentrating units

rather than effects. Considering these conditions and the performance of its

artillery in 1944-1945, the following principles for organizing artillery

tactically at division to mass are suggested:

o Control was centralized at division. oivisional and reinforcing
battalions pooled into regimental and divisional artillery groups,
were controlled by their assigned groups. In turn, division
centralized the control of these artillery groups.

o Planning was centralized at division to achieve unity of effort and
eoxniuy of resources. In concert with army and front, division
coordinated and olanned the fires of the artillery groups under its
xntrol.

o Execution in the defense and the early stages of the offense was
centralized at division; thereafter, execution was decentralized to
the regimentaL and divisional artillery groups.

o To oncentrate the large masses of artillery, a division main
effort or critical sector was identified.

IV. SUM4'ARY OF TAW II TXPERIMCES

To this point, we have examined two methodologies for massing fires and

distilled sets of relevant principles for tactically organizing artillery at

division to acccplish this. We must now contrast these tuo organizational

techniques. To do so, we will examine their organization, methodology and

philosophy to refine the principles we have isolated thus far.

Soviet division artillery was considerabLy weaker than its Aimerican

counterpart. The Soviet artillery regiment assigned to each rifle divisicn

consisted of 2 battalions equipped with 12 76nm guns each and I oattalin

equipped with 8 122ir mn howitzers. 68 Conversely, a U.S. infantry division
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artillery consisted of 3 battalions with 12 105mu howitzers each and I

oattalion with 12 155m howitzers. 6 9  When oonstrasting the two, we note

that Soviet divisions had 32 howitzers vice 48 for the American divisions. Of

particular note is the differences in caliber, 76mVl22rmm for the Soviets

versus l05=155mm for the Americans. A further and perhaps imre significant

difference was the lack of a DIVARTY headquarters equivalent in the Soviet

division; its assigned regiment was only a tactical headquarters and did not

perform the functions of a DIVARTY. 7 0  It was not until the addition of

the division Chief of Artillery that Soviet divisions possessed the means to

-ordinate fire support. Conversely, American DIVARTYs provided fire support

coordination for their division. Additionally, their headquarters oatteries

possessed their own air observers, Liaison personnel, communications, FDC and

the means to coordinate survey, observation and iretro. For these, Soviet

divisions were relatively dependent on RGVK assets.

As the war progressed, Soviet artillery supported its infantry with the

formation of support groups. These groups provided support to specific

regbrents or the division as a whole, dependent on their assigned tactical

role. Dependent on their mission, divisions were aucpented oy as few as 1-2

battalions or as significantly as the 26th Guards Rifle Division in the

Belorussian operation. By ontrast, comnitted U.S. regiments or camnat

conmands typically received a oattalion in direct support or attached.

Remaining battalions were retained in general support. Typically, a U.S.

division, depending on its mission, received as Little as I battalion or as

much as an FA Group(s) of several battalions. However, U.S. divisions

infrequently received the masses of artillery that their Soviet counterparts

did. Hence, an essential difference was the U.S. ability and Soviet inaxility
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to mass the fires of widely dispersed firing units. As U.S. artillery

massed through effects, divisions could be augmented simply by assigning them

priority of fires. By Lmaneuvering fires and concentrating effects, U.S.

divisions massed witxxxt large attactuents of artillery. Conversely, Soviet

artillery massed through volume by maneuvering and concentrating firing units.

As such, their divisions required physical augmentation.

U.S. divisions required maximum centralized control apropriate to the

situation to mass fires. In order for division artillery to retain the

flexibility to influence the division battle, centralized control of

positioning and assigruient of zones of fire )v 'ivisicn was necessary.

Aa-ther, division artillery recuired ccxmunications and Liaison with all

delivery means and the supported echelon of cznmand. Conversely, Soviet

artillery required centralized control within the support groups and detailLJ

centralized planning at the highest levels to allow decentralized execution oy

these groups. Contrasting the two further, we can conclude that sL-ce U.S.

artillery relative to the Soviets was artillery poor, it had to have a rore

centralized organizational structure at division level to obtain mass. By

contrast, the Soviets with their large vlume of artillery achieved mass with

a more decentralized organizational structure featuring the formation of

artillery groups. Further, both ccntatants -i ffered essentially in their

philosophy for massing fires. In essence, the Americans massed fires -y

offsetting quantity with technology aDd method; whereas, the Soviets massed

artillery, compensating for their Lack of technology and method with

quantity.

Considering these differences in experience and philosophy, and their
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relevance to tactical organization and mass, we can not simply synthesize

our sets of principles without recognizing two relative cperating imperatives.

In essence, tactical organization and control at division level depends not

only on the mission, but also on the quantity of artillery and reliable

Command and Control (C2 ) available. In an artillery rich environment, mass

and decentralized ontrol was possible as evidenced oy the Soviet experience.

Conversely, as centralization is critical to the ecorwy of resources,

centralized control proved necessary in an artillery poor environment as

illustrated by the American massing experience. With this in mind, the

realization that the Americans relative to the Soviet were artillery poor and

will most likely continue to be so, let us now refine our historically derived

principles into a single set that governs tactical organization. These are:

o Abundance of artillery permits and lack of reliable L-2
requires decentralization and mass.

o Relative to the mission, .ufficiency of artillery requires an/i
availability of reliaole & permits centralization to iass.

co In the defense, control must be centralized. As such, the oulk
of the artillery imst oe controlled by the division. Gniy
minimal artillery is decentraLized to support suoordinate
regimnents or com=at commands.

oo n the offense, maximum feasible centralized control is
maintained by division; however, in rapidly moving situaticn a
lesser degree of centralized control nust ce acceptea. As
such, the cuxLk of the artillery is decentralized to support
subordinate regiments or ccmat carmanrs. Gnly Tinial
artillery is controlled by division.

o The critical sector in the division's defense or its rrain effort Ln
the offense must oe weighted decisively with the fires it controls.

o Artillery controlled by division n-st be positioned ard zones of
fire assigned by it such that its fires can oe maneuvered to weicnt
the main effort and influence the course of ccmat.

o Liaison and comzmications ust be established with reinforcirG
corps artillery, subordinate oattalions and laterally to adjacent
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DIVARrYs as well as the division to facilitate the rapid
attack of targets.

V. MASS FIRES - A CTEMPORARY ANALYSIS

If our set of historically derived imperatives for organizing artillery at

division to mass fires is to have any relevance to contemporary application,

we must examine what has changed since World War II. There are several

obvious changes that come to mind. Foremost among them is that of lethality.

Technological advances in weapons and ammunition have greatly increased the

lethality of the battlefield as contrasted to the Second World War. Today's

weapons are capable of firing significantly more lethal munitions at greater

ranges, more quickly and accurately than those of their World War II

counterparts. The ranges of weapons systems have increased, increasing

artillery units ability to mass while dispersed. Further, this increased

lethality, accuracy and dispersion along with technological developments in

cammunications, automation and mobility have altered the terpo of oattle.

Finally, artillery force design has also changed. With these in mind, let us

examine how American artillery has changed since the Second World "war.

BA!ITLEFIEL) CHANGES SINCE WW II

As stated earlier, ontemporary artillery possesses capailities for

destruction previously unmatched in history. The adoption of the I55=
Ixritzer for direct support signifies considerable inprovements over its World

War II counterpart, the M2AI 105am howitzer. The M109A2 15Srm self-propelled

howitzer not only offers increased mobility but is capable of firing heavier

and more lethal projectiles at greater range. The M2AI howitzer was capable
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of firing a 33 pound high explosive projectile out to 12,205 yards or 11,438

meters. 7 1  The M109A2 is capable of firing a 95 pound high explosive

projectile to a range of 18,100 meters. Moreover, advancements in aimunition

such as the Rocket Assisted Projectile extend this range to 23,500 meters for

the M109A2 or 30,000 meters for the M198 towed 155mm howitzer. 7 2  However,

the M109A2 unlike its predessor is not Limited to firing high explosive, white

pihosperous, smoke or illumination projectiles. Technology advancements in

aimxuition have provided Army of Excellence (AOE) division artilleries the

means to attack enemy formations with lethality unachieved in World War II.

Cannon launched, laser guided projectiles such as the 155mr Copperhead enable

artillerymen today to destroy tanks or any armored vehicle with indirect fire.

Munitions such as the 155imn Rem-ote Anti-Arror Mine Systen (RAAMS) and Area

Denial Artillery Munitions (ADAM) provide the artillery with the means to

emplace hasty anti-tank and anti-personnnel minefields throughout the depth of

the battlefield. Improved Conventional Munitions such as DPI(N can kill both

coth lightly ajnnored and personnel targets. Dispensing 86 sumunitions,

155mn DPIC4 represents a significant enhancement over the 105m high expLosive

projectile of World War 11.73 Hcwever, advancements in range and

munitions lethality do not represent the only artillery technological

developments. Advancements in target acquisition, survey and fire directicn

computation have greatly increased accuracy.

Artillery available to the ACE divisions possesses the capaiLity

expeditiously and accurately to deliver surprise massed fires. The Position

Azinuth Determinating System (PADS) enables today's artillery to oe on carnun

position and directional survey so essential to accurate surprise fires in a

more responsive and timely manner than its World War II predecessor. Radar
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Chrorgraphs currently mounted on individual howitzers permit FDCs

continually to update and adjust muzzle velocity differences thereby

permitting acre accurate computation of firing data. Moreover, technological

advancements in the autamated computation of firing data such as the Battery

(Comuter Systemn (BCS). Back-up Caiputer System (BUCS) and the Tactical Fire

Direction System (TACFIRE) enable artillery FDCs to handle a iultitude of

near-sinultaneous calls-for-fire far above the manuaL ccxputation methods used

in Wrld War II. Finally, advances in ccrunications means, specifically the

increased reliability of tactical radios and the use of digital

conmiunications, far surpasses the use of wire and more primitive radios in the

transmitting of calls-for-fire and fire commands in WorLd War II. These

increases in the delivery means, accuracy and lethality coupled with siniiar

advancements in small arms, tank main guns, anti-tank guided missiles and

aircraft delivered ordnances have contrinu-ted to an already increasing

dispersal on the battlefield.

During the Second World War, divisional frontages were consistenly smaller

than today. Doctrinally, an infantry regiment defending in open and flat

terrain occupied a frontage of 4500 meters with a depth of 18W0 iweters. A

infantry division defending with 2 regiments forward occupied a Ioctrir-L

frontage of approximately 9 kilomters. However, if tactically required, an

infantry division could increase this frontage to 15 kilcmeters oy defending

with all three regiments. 7 4  However, division frontages wvuld vary in

practice. As econamy of force, some divisions defended sectors whose width

was 30 kilometers; however, defensive sectors of 16 kilometers appeared to ce

the mean. 7 5  Although there are no doctrinal divisicnal frcntages whether

for the attack or defense, U.S. divisions in Eulrope today are expected to
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defend frontages of 40-60 kilometers. Consequently, brigades could be

expected to defend sectors with frontages as great as 30 kilometers.76 As

dispersal increased, fluidity and teipo since World War II have changed.

The lethality, speed and mouility of conteiporary maneuver systems have

notably altered the tenpo and fluidity of the battlefield. During the Second

World War, the M4 Sherman tank possessed a road speed of 29 mph with an

operating range of 100 miles. While stationary, its 76rm main gun could

engage targets at 1000 yards or 913 meters. By contrast, the Ml tank can

travel at 45 mph on roads or 35 mph cross country with a range of 310 miles.

It can engage targets at 2500 meters while roving.7 7  Finally, the

intrduction of Operational Maneuver Groups and .'orward Detachi.ents into

battle threatens to transform U.S. forces into isolated islands of resistance.

As tenpo and fluidity have changed, so has force design.

The World War II infantry division artillery consisted of a headquarters,

3 direct support (DS) battalions equipped with the 105im towed howitzer and a

general support (GS) battalion equipped with 155m towed howitzers. Slightly

different, the armored division artillery consisted of a headquarters and only

783 AFA battalions equipped with 105min self-propelled howitzers. Iy way

of ountrast, N)E division artilleries consists of a headquarters, 3 L

battalions and a GS oattery. In the AOE heavy divisions - armored and

mechanized infantry - the DS battalions are equipped with self-propelleu

155imm howitzers and the GS nattery with the Multiple Launched Rocket System

(MLUS). The AOE light division resetles the World War 1I infantry divisiui

artillery in that its DS battalions are equipped with 105nn to.wtd 7owitzers

and the GS battery with 155m towed lhoitzers.79  Despite superficial
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similarities between World War II and ADE division artilleries, a

significant change has occured in the size of the individual firing

batteries.

The firing batteries of the World War II infantry division artillery

possessed only 4 howitzers for a total of 12 in each oattalion and 46 for the

division. Slightly different, armored division artillery firing oatteries

contained 6 howitzers for a total of 18 per nattalion or '4 howitzers for the

division. On the other hand, ADE firing batteries of the light infantry

division artillery possess 6 howitzers for a total of 18 in each oattalion and

8 howizters in the GS oattery, or a total of 62 howitzers in the division.

The AOE heavy division is equipped with S howitzers per cannon Dattery for a

total of 72 howitzers and 9 launchers in the MLRS battery. hen contrasting

the A)E nechanized infantry division with its World War II predecessor, we

note a significant increase not only in quantity but in calioer as well - 36

105nxn howitzers and 12 155rm howitzers in the World War II infantry division

vice 72 155nn howitzers and 9 MLRS launchers in the AOE mechanized infantry

division. Most notable is the doubling of the numer of iOwitzers availabile

to tc day's direct support catta-lions. Having examined the changes since 4.r Li

War 11, let us now exaAaine doctrine.

AIRLAND BAMTU WC'PRINE

Airi-ad Battle doctrine describes the Ariy's approach to the generation

and application of comoat power. To succeed on the nattlefieli, the Army nust

fight in accordance with its basic tenets of intiative, -ijiiity, depth ard

synchronization. Similarly, division artillery to mass fires succesfully on
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the AirLand battlefield must also do so in accordance with these tenets.

Initiative in the spirit of current doctrine means setting or changing the

term of battle by action. Massed artillery fires provides such means.

Massed fires provide a method to change the tern of engagements and oattles.

Surprise and accurate fires continue to serve as a means to delay, disrupt and

disorganize enemy forces. However, to deliver these fires, division artillery

must possess the agility to mass its fires. Agility is simply the ability to

act faster than the enemy. The successive massing of fires concentrated at

the critical time and place allows division to disrupt and disorganize enemy

actions and leads to their piece-meal commitment. Moreover, with the

increased tempo of oattle and the fleeting nature of targets, division

artillery must also possess both the physical and mental agility to strike the

enemy when the opportunity presents itself. Further, artillerymen and

artillery systems must be agile to shift and mass their fires througho:ut the

width and depth allowed by weapons range. Additionally, division artillery

imist possess depth in space, time and resources in order to mass its fires.

Firing units must be positioned so their fires may oe massed. further, these

position must be selected to maximize the opportunity to mass fires throughout

the maxinum depth - with respect to weapons range - of the oattlefield and

in the least time. Finally, the effects of amassed artillery fires ,Tust ce

synchronized with all possible actions to exploit the combined consequences of

other ambat systems. Moreover, the massing of fires mrust itself ce

synchronized to produce its greatest effect on the enemy while conserving

resources. Surprise and accurate massed fires ensure the greatest econcmy of

resources while producing the greatest synergistic effect. AirLard Battle

doctrine describes the means to generate and apply ccbaat power, but let us

rxw examine the potential battlefield where this doctrine will be tested.
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UIE EFlJRE BAWLEIfELD

According to FM 100-5. Operations, the future battlefield is likely to oe

chaotic, intense and highly destructive. Increased lethality coupled with the

rapid massing of forces afforded by technological advancements in weapns,

acquisition and mobility system promises that units that are acquired and

located will be defeated. Further, lethality and electronic jamurIg

developments promise to disrupt Canaid, Control and ComnTuications (C)

equipment thereby greatly increasing friction. **)reover, the attack of

cxmnand control rxes along with casualties among leaders wit I result in a

confused and disordered environment. This potential oattlefielA will ilso Ae

characterized as nnlixnear. Rapid moveaint to concentrate jr LisTerse

promises that units will eoae islands of conflict as engagements and oattles

degenerate. The use of unconventional and special operating forces coupled

with the tremendous irco ility of conventional forces and fluid nature of critat

will add to this condition. Further, this oattlefield will Likely see tie

employment of nuclear and chemical weapons adding to its chaos ard

destructiveness. As ,Toile units fight throughout their depth, lines of

ommunication will become overextended and vulnerable. The prevalence -f

obstac les ernutered throughout the oattlefield will also imnede the -uver-ent

of logistics. Conseuently, this uattlefield will :e haracterized :yv its

austere logistic support. 0

SUMMARY

Having examined the evolving changes since tne S.econd w*orld -4ar, .- ir"..in

Battle doctrine and the future oattlefield, we inust now consider what effect
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these have on our historically derived principles. First, division

frontages in World War II were within the maximum range envelope of the M2AI

h~iwitzer. However, the increased weapons range and mobility of conterporary

maneuver systems such as the Ml tank have extended the oattlefield faster than

the artillery could keep up. Although the range of the M09A2 howitzer

d.kwles that of the M2AI howitzer, today's dIi vis ion frontages are rtaDly

beyond its range. Seconaly, the lethality, speed and :obility of contemporary

maneuver r-ystems have notably altered the tempo and fluidity of the

nattlefield. urtlher, the operational nobility of eneny forces inay transform

divisions and brigades into islands of resistance. Thirdly, the potential

rac lear/ chemical envircrment and nonlinear character of the AirLarx

oattlefield will further influence the tactical organization of artillery and

mass fires. Therefore, artillery units miust oe dispersed not only to support

dispersed and isolated maneuver forces, out also to survive. These three

conditions will inpact an the tactical organization of artillery. A similar

situation occured in Vietnam. The wide dispersal of maneuver forces and

notably large areas of operation coupled with the range linitations of weapons

necessitated decentralization, thereby preventing massed fires. 3 ' Thus,

until -- ing developments suotantially increase range capability, these

conditions may preclude centralized coY-ntrol oy division if u-tillery is

uniformly dispersed. Al tluuqh nterporary weapons range nas increased the

acility of artillery units to nass while dispersed, it remains true that

weapons range versus increased dispersal, tepo, fluidity aid nontinearity

will necessitate decent ralization.

As suggested uy the results cf the Lehal Mix V study, advarOfre~nts in

artillery lethality and AOE force design may have elininated the necessity of
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massing multiple battalions .82 Contemporary cannon battalions contain

half the howitzers that were available to a World War II 4 oattalion division

artillery. A 155mm battalion firing DPIC4 at least equals, cut more likely

exceeds, the massing effect of a World War II division artillery. ADE

divisions also possess a systen that may further influence the requirement to

mass fires at division. MLRS launchers assigned to each heavy aivision

possess unsurpassed lethality. One launcher firing 12 rockets will deliver

the equivalent effect of 11 155am batteries massed, firing one vlley of

DPIC 4.8 3  Although a single AQE cannon battalion or MLRS launcher may

fulfill the massing requirement that in the past required a division

artillery, there will exist situations on the AirLand battlefield where

preparations, suppression programs or targets of cpportunity will require all

available fires. Further, competing close support requirenents may preclude

the massing of fires by DS battalions. Israeli experience acknowledged that

massed fires remained effective in stopping and disabling tanks, cut such

centralized mass firing was not optimum for direct support. It oecame

apparent during the Yor Kppur war that the best role for DS artillery was the

suppression of air defense weapons, anti-tank guided missiles and anti-tank

guns, and the screening of friendly forces with smoke . A Thus, the

probable reduction oy technology of massing multiple nattalicns and the

preoccupation of DS oattalions in providing close support, will further

influence the tactical organization of artillery at division to inass fires.

Finally, the demands of the ArLand cattlefield require unity of effort

and econom of resources yet its fluidity, dispersion aid tempo necessitates

responsiveness and decentralization. As divisions must concentrate rapidly

and strike hard to win, division artillery must maneuver and concentrate its
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fires rapidly to support it. However, tactical organization of artillery at

division on the AirLand battlefield poses a dilemma. To mass fires at

division level, divisions must retain and control sufficient artillery to

mass. As U.S. artillery is considerably poorer in artillery relative to its

World War II force structure, divisions must also ensure resources are rxt

dissipated. Therefore, a degree of centralized control is required. As such,

tactical organization of artillery must be centralized relative to the mission

and possess agility to support the division main effort and influence course

of :cmxuat.

VI. ONCLJJSIONS

We must recognize that the AirLand battlefield, specifically its increased

lethality, dispersion, nonlinearity and tempo coupled with the carpeting

environment of close support, pulls heavily toward decentralization. However,

to mass fires in support of the division's concentration of com~at power at

the decisive place and time, and to ensure the maxinum econamy of artillery

resources, centralized control is necessary. Therefore to mass fires

successfully, tactical organization of artillery at division must oe governed

by principles: Centralized control by division relative to the mission,

specifically positioning authxrity, first priority in calls-for-fire and fire

planning. Retain sufficient artillery in general support. Weight the main

effort decisively with the fires of the battalions in general support.

Position general support artillery to retain flexibility and exploit agility

to influence the course of the division battle. Finally, maintain liaison aril

ommunications to ensure responsiveness.

Further, to facilitate the division tactical organization, artillery
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force design must possess the ,means to accom.plish those essential elerents

required to mass fires successfully identified earlier in this study. In

review, the organizational structure must possess target acquisition,

uamuuncations, fire direction, survey and metro assets or the agencies to

coordinate them.

VII. IIVCATIONS

Current doctrine as espoused by EM 6-20, Fire Support in Combined Arms

Operations and FM 6-20-2J, Division Artillery, Field Artillery Brigade, and

Corps Artillery Headquarters does not address inherent principles or specific

imperatives for organizing artillery at division to mass fires. Rather, ath

doctrinal manuals stipulate general fundamentals for the organization of field

artillery for combat. These fundamentals are: Maximum feasiole centralized

control; adequate field artillery support for committed ccmoat units; weight

to the main attack in the offense or additional strength to most vulneraole

area in the defense; facilitate future operations; and imrmediately available

field artillery support for the commander to influence the action. 84

Constrasting these fundamentals with those historically derived

from this study, reveals that both doctrinal and historical principles are

essentially the same. Both this study and current field artillery doctrine

recognize the necessity of centralized control and organizing division

artillery such that the division cmxiaer can immediately influence the

course of battle. However, a subtle difference exists. Considering the

dispersed and nonlinear nature of the AirLand oattlefield and current weapons

range limitations, division artillery to weight the main effort decisively
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must concentrate artillery. Consequently, to mass decisively in support of

the main effort, supporting efforts must receive the minimuzn essential

artillery support similar to the Soviet's World War II massing of artillery at

the expense of secondary attacks. Stipulating that committed combat units

receive adequate field artillery support may dissipate fire support uniformly

across the width and depth of the battlefield without significant weight in

any one area. A1though the doctrinal fundamentals do not address specifically

the necessity of positioning authority, first priority in calls-for-fire, fire

planning, communications or liaision, these requirements are addressed iin the

inherent responsibilities of field artillery tactical missions.

An additional commonality between this study and doctrine exists with

respect to centralized control in the offense. Although FM 6-2u-2J,

stiptlates maximu feasible centralized control in the offense, it does

recognize decentralized control as an offensive consideration for the tactical

organization of field artillery. 8 5  It stipulates that since tactical

situations change so quickly in the offense, supported Ldivisionj commanders

should decentralize control of their field artillery to allow subordinate

commarders flexibility and permit responsive FA fires to have the greatest

impact on changing tactical situations. Thus, decentralized control of

artillery allows the attacker the flexibility to exploit opportunities as they

arise. Although decentralized control is an alternative means to ensure

responsiveness, it precludes massing at division level.

In summation, this study concludes that current field artillery doctxrine i

for the tactical organization of field artillery at division level to iilss

fires at division is both sound and adequate. Historical evidence presented
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in this study does suotaritiate doctrinal fundamentals for the organization

of field artillery for omat. Only a subtle difference surfaces with respect

to weighting the nwain effort and the degree of centralized control. Although

the doctrinal maxial EM 6-20-2J contain general principles, the significance

of mass fires is addressed and the necessity of centralization.

-
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